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Draw from a hat for draft order
Serpentine format
No Coach will be allowed to draft more than 8 players of the same age. If this
particular situation arises, that Coach will be skipped in that round of the draft.
Head Coach’s kids will be off limits to other teams and will be drafted according
to age: 12 year olds in the 3rd round, 11 year olds in the 4th round, and 10 year
olds in the 5th round.
Assistant Coach’s kids will be off limits to other teams and will be drafted in the
last round.
To obtain special draft considerations for an Assistant Coach’s kid, that Assistant
Coach must have submitted a volunteer application and a Coach’s application
stating their intent to assist a particular Head Coach prior to the beginning of the
draft.
The draft will be split into two phases; Phase 1 will consist of all the12 year olds
and Head Coach’s kids, and Phase 2 will consist of all sub-12 year olds and
Assistant Coach’s kids.
Head Coaches that have an Assistant Coach with a 12 year old ballplayer will not
be allowed to draft more than seven 12 year olds during phase 1 of the draft.
To clarify:
If there are 9 Teams in the draft process, Team #1 will begin the draft with a
legitimate first round pick, then Team #2 and so on and Team #9 will obtain the
9th and 10th pick. This serpentine order will continue, Head Coach’s kids will be
drafted where applicable and phase1 will continue until all 12 year olds (except
verified Assistant Coach’s kids) are drafted. Once Phase 1 is completed, Phase 2
will start with Team #9 drafting the first unattached sub-12 year old, then Team
#8 and so on and Team #1 will obtain the 9th and 10th pick of Phase 2. This
serpentine will continue until all Teams have 11-12 players. Teams with Assistant
Coach’s kids will draft those ballplayers in the 11th and final round.

